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Zt4'-talidc of educational
.

Imaboth.researcthers,

year;, and 4.ntisie'st in thie,tog

MOS.eMpirical-studieS of

lilanned which may be 'o

11

,
and practitioners over the past few

does not appear_,to ?e,abating.

educatilssial change are concerned with

f "twip 1W1s. In the vest majority of cases,

ge has reoeived-coriaidiakable attention%

the. investhations of'plannid-innovation are focused on theiadoptiOntof new'

''. curitpula,-materials,, or teaching techniques, i.e., change in the technology

of the:44t1 prosir-et al., 19714, Berman and McLaughlin, 1917; SaIlirnidge and

..Burnham, 106; and-Rosenbiumsand Louis, 1978). To:a mare limited extent,
.

schools are beginningto examine the benefits'of planned system change,.
,

More frequently known as Organizationaldevelopment (see., for example,

Schmuck et al., 15691 "Education and .Urban-Society, 1876; And Key ,and

Sarturak+4979):. In most studies of planned change, alkpbjecf of change

is i den, f'.. , a.proram of,cng activities is designed ache
1,

.Spadific, ]mown objectives, and there if, of among. ,

system's members of the uhange effort. Sush studies are,priartly concerned
..-' .

---1With deicribingthe intervention and explaining its intended or unintended
,

I ' 1

outcomes.

Aw.3In contrasti.1,fewer studies have examinec-Vhanges in'edudationar

systems at the Schoi51 orTdistrict level that .re not.ClearlY.a consegvende

of directed, purposive, planned:change activities.* Most of these investi-
a - r" *.

nations are case studiei, which dbver particular-important historical
. ,

t
. periods or organizational crises (Stinchcomb, 196 ';,Katz,.1971). Only

few studieik of change or adaptation across multiple-Sties have been

ndred, and these are often narrowlY:flude on .a particular aspect of

syttem, such as the role of the-Superinte nt (Carlson, 1962) or the
. . 1 A -

4ise of team teaching (Cohentt al., 1979).
..

.-

*There exists a small, but more systemstieliterature on educational
cherige at the reg canal or national level. ,See, for example,'Serriott and ".,,.
Hodkins (1973) ,Milstein (1977)% In addition, NIE is planning a major ..
longitudinal st / of high school system characterieti5s (Abramowitz and
Tannenbaum, 1 ) .

,

b
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c that.is ev06-14,4 well researched, however, is e inter,c-7)

face:betweehplande

systome :4 whit f

Change prOgrame este WAYs'*whith system changes either ,facilitated or
,impeded he" actives Of Olannedchange'jiacaster,.1977; Colfer'and Coffer;

19771 Por:exaMple,.the departure..0'a supportive administrator lrom a

schoolc/...distrietmay:Cause;a planned change :program to grinetOchalf

Abirnsi'.0781,1 Anor,the most partchoWOVeri'therelationship between-natural
. d '

systeca'obange and planned change has0been 'viewed primarily as'a source of ,-

"error" in'the planned change effort (Mardi andOlsen, 1976; Pondy and

` Mitroff, 1979).

.amd.Changes in the characteristi bt'the

are ailbedde4; y ethnographic reports of planned.

' The objective of paper is to investigate several aspects of

unplanned.systip.hange'in schooIt that were als0 engaging in a major planned

changeeifoit.which: "re directed toward educationAechnology. rn this

examinatidn%wi\relli,heavily on cUrren'theoretical perspectives .on the nature'

of educational:systeits, particularly' those that emphasize the "loosely

coupleidr.netuiadofedUoational orginizatiOlgs.

Slate= and, Change: System Linkage
,..

The systems; framework, assumes that change in any part of the sYstem
. 4.

will have an impact that reverberates thoc*ghout the system.. To take an

example from,recent organization th ckman.and Lawler.(1971) assuMe
L.,

that if a manufacturing plant initiateC, a .db-z les ign program, the. new

structures.will affe the culture (morale
. -

Of the plant to Bete e input (cruit workers and

the ..cikaliN, of the p duct (output. The assumption of_a tight inter-7.'

1
-1

relationship among sy tem variable has.been seriously guestioned,in recent
( . ..

years (Bidwell, 1965; eland 9ellotti, n.d1; Deal e al., 1975E Weick, ' ,
../

1976;
\

Corwin, 1977;
...,,

out th systems are not always *tightly coupled. ther, organizational
, ,. ,

tams are likely to v in the degree,t which hey are intimately
.

of:the workplace, the ability
.."-

reduce absenteeism),,

.3

Meyer arid Bowen, 1974. Thes 'authors haUpoiVed

The
,44-

t

Such c ea y the case with the typi
. .

ional syste die composed of classroo
$. ,,

a

American school district.

whith are boundt9gether
/

.'7411t
Var
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in higher - level organizationa1-unitt Schotls themselves are

into §thhooidistricts, schOok04districts,Thte state educational syste6s,

grOuped

and . ,

, )

state eduCational,systeMS into regibnal'accrediting agencies and into a natibnal '.4.

. .
. , .

educational systmod.
,

'Due to long-standing traditions of local aid professional --long- standing

.
atiEenomy, linkages become muchiposer-as. o

,

ne moves from the level of the-class--
.

4 .

0. coaM°uPward. At the national level, for example4,

4

the 'edUcational system;' is

iargell(informal and voluntaristic.
, -

. ' The degree of linkage. has' an important effect

change in one part the sy w.11. cause Change in another. Thus, for

on the eitent.to whill

example, if we exam the state level, we know that changes that.take place
0

within some districti generally have0no imte,4mpaci upon other districti.

in; the state,and frequently h no

on the,other hand, a change in educe

rapid and noticeable impact 6n th

receives inceming students who hive

4 paration, she-must adapt.her own c

long-range,impact either. Within schools,
0 °

6

tional (rogramein the .third grade can have

fourth grade. )10-Nthe fourth grade teacher

different background and 4.evel of pre-

ricilum.
N.:// a

Deal "'et al-.' '(1975) have no ed that the "double segmentation of

schools within districts and classrooms within schools Aas_ied to situations
t

where the variable§ associated' .with change"at,ea06 leveldo.hot appear to
P

be rationally,intergrated. In'faet, others familiar with school syitems have
i . .

noted that one of their, basic chera elistics is the high degree of functVpiel

auteanomy'of paria such that even iieavals-in the administrative centrat,offiqe

may have little impact at lower levels id the system' (Lortie,
,
1975). In, some

cases, there may be deliberate attempts to insulate parts of the organi-

zation 'from undue influence either from other internal

from the environment (Th6mpsbn, 1969).4

units or levels, or

111';

*School systems:are often categoftcal scr d as beini.
structukally loose. (See, for example; Meyer Row .1977.) We differ
from this.peaviective in two. ways. While agreeing that schools fail, in
general, toconforem to ideal Weberian model of bureiucratic behavior, we
do not necessarilyl ass that 'they are any more deviant (or 'loose) than other
organiZatioW.It of s ar compleXity. Rather; we agree with Corwin (1977) When
heiwonders wl any ever reatly"thought that organiZations behaved according
to an ideal type. = cgrid, we Apsuo e-theeven 3f.schools'"are, 141 fact,,, less
tightly,linked th other typdflof.organizational sYstems, considerable
variation exists th ;along schools and among districts in the degree of systems

0

1 S. . .

kr



Thietmergenceofe.:Wioose.Couplink. or system linkage approach should

not beseen as a contradiction of prdviots systems theory. Rather, it

best'viewed As in important ext sion ofexistifig approaches to the analysis

,' of organizational behavior from tems berspect . Emphasizing

variabi,litp in system linkage or intexde aince of parts makes existing,.

'organizational theories much more congruent with observed organizational

behavior.

.4..* Although the construct of sySem_linkage his theoretical antec6ients

ItOrwin, ), its value has to a:large extent been ignored dntil recently:
. .

been many references in pat literature. to funotional.aspects of
,

or rule evasion (Gould ner:, 1959; Blau, 19727 Corwin-, 1965; and

Ando 1966), but// the predominant orientation'has"been to view these

a .oharacteris tics of systems:, as "problems" that need to be cmeradbe, either

through the institution gf close structural controls or through the,develop-

ment of greater participation. and, pre's yc stronger normative acceptance

of organizational go s and procedure (see, for example, Thompson, 1969

or Barmaid, 1938).
.

Th iecent emphas s on loose linkageis, on the,other
, /

:hand, associated with a trTeconvict on that it may.ot t be bad forA

...organizational health, and may in"licthave some benetits. Weick (1976),

for eximple dd_._...:.,._ a number of aspects of "loose coupling" , that.May
f

support planned or progranchange: I

(/ )
1) Loose Coupling facilitates orginizatiopil survival

bYifottering stability. -If organieatfte were,.
required to respond to alkali changes in the enyirod-
=ant on a rditaar badis, their energy for other :

productiveNactivities would be lowered;'..

2) Loose coupling may facilitate org8nizational infor7
otion gatheiing or "sensing" because different parts
are all potentially able,to respohd to the same inpUts
(ortedhack);

C

z

ind-Vhe emphasis that placed upon it.plbus it makes perfect sense
to s idle impact of linka e even within a category of organizations that

' is loosely.liMked than' hers. -Indeed, it,can do much to i uminate
.

.

e -lams of systemi ge in general.
,..y.

,.-
_. rj

f
. ./.'-
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3) Adaptation or innovation may be facilitated in such
Interns.' Tdhe p;.ssibility of innovation without
disturbin4 the whole system illowSille,system to be
more adVenturous (or less restrictive) and the pro-
bability'of !innovations emerging is therefore higher;

4) Loose coupling facilitates local adaptation tp unique
problems, and does not' require standardized procedures;

5) System breakdowns or crisis can be isolatedso that
.deterioraVon'of the entire.sysiem is

, 4
6) There is mo rodm for self-determination of paits,

-an aspect whi is consistent with confeinporkry,:value
systems (and some psychological thecais which see a
sense of personal efficacy as a cause ofetteOmental
health) ; and

'

4 ,/

4,0
/14

7) Loose linkages make/%21 system inexpensive '.041;:nun:,since

they.diminish tha resbdrces necessargfor.cobrdinating
administration, conflict resolutions,' and so" forth.

cv.

Each of these functional:characteristics of the more loosely linked
7

system has its dysfunctional converse, also noted by Weick. However, on

balance, the tendency of theorists of tES persuasion is to look for evidence

at highly controlling; tightly coordinated bureaucratic models are not

necessarily.re effective in many settings, particularly settings where.

adaptation and change are important. If the - assumptions underlying Weidk's

argumenti are examined,at.appears that the basic wayan which loose coupling

supports change is by creating system stability.. Thus, system stability is

seen as'a necessary component for change.

Hypotheses

and th

develo -d :.

'

edon. the aboveAiscussion of system characteristics and change,

jective describe in our introduction, twAypothesaswere ,

.

;

1) Natural system change over, a short period of time will
exhibit characteristics of loose linkage. 'Change. in
one system Characterist4ic will not be' significantly
associated with changes in other system characteristics;

.
-.4.

.

. .There will be negatiVe relationships between the level
of system change and the level of implementation of
planned program change. '

! , 1

)

fel



le:arThe ch Setting

This paper'is besed.upon_a secondary analysis_of data collected,to

43X34141 the impacts of a planned change priogram (Rosenblum and Louis, 1978)

The organizational "subjects" of the Aginal study were 45 schools located

in teZ-rural'sdhool districts. The ten districts were, participants in the'

Experimental Schools (E4) Program funded by the National Institute of

Education (NIE). Under the auspices of NIE, these small schobl districts

(eighCof,whichad six schools or fewer) undertook the planningrand

implementation off "comprehensive" district -wide change. ad.: district's

project was developed at the local level, but was required to reflect the

federally defined objective of comprehensiveness. Many of the activities

aimed at individualizing instruction, curriculum revision, and increased

exposure to career opportunities, the environment andthe arts. While NIE's.

objectives emphasized system change, the actual planned activities can,be.

classified as changes in technology.*

The school districts themselves represent a wide.geographicAl and

organizatignal spectrum of rural schools. pituated in diwe'rse parts of

the country from New England to Alaska, some schools were located on

centralizedscamPused, wbile*hers were in re ntly consolidated districts

which maintAinqd small schools at considerable tanoeS.from one another.

X4'1

Research Strategies
Plc

I. ,
Data Sources: 1n the fall of 19,16,,at,the end of the prtdect's

planning year, an /in successive years through 1978 all teachers in each

rict were administeredli mailed questiornaire.wkich covered a wide

iety orissuis regarding the operations and characteristics of theft

.school and district, and personal demographic information. In addition,

information about the'school system andthe operations of the planned

.

4
*Several of the school districts planned activities or prbgrams that

had some potential for system impact. Based on the federal mandate for
comprehensive change, program efforts weredeveloped tokincrease"community
participation in the educational system. However, our data indicate that

.

these efforts were`ere extremely limited-both in intent and actual Implementation:
For more detail onthe nature of the planned program changes, see Rosenblum
and Louis, 1978.

.



ctian4e. program was provided by anthropologists and sociologists who lived
. r

in the target districts-during the program.

The following analysis is asfid upon survey data obtained in 1973

and 1977, and structured data about program implementation obtained from

the on-site ethnographers in 1976.1* In the case of the' survey data,

teaCheefeSponies within i school were averaged to obtain a scnool score4 -

for each variable. Thus, the variables (discussed below) represent the

. organizational chariactefistics of the school as perdeived by or represented
.by teachers;

Variables and Measures: Three general. types of sdhooltem

characteristics were.measured: structutarcharacteristics,joulture or

climate characteristics, and staff dharacteristicsi These Variables, their

operatiranal definitions, and their internal reliabilitiee,are presented in

4

rigure 1. **
.

The structure variables were selected on the basis of a grgring

consensus concerning the dimensions of the &kraal organization (dOend

Schoenherr, 1971;. Hags and Aiken, 1970; Pugh et at 1968). Strucure
variables include formalization, use ofindividualliized technologies, several

variables dealing with the power,stiuctUre, and, classroom autonomy. (Size,

complexity, and level, while central to the notion of Structure, were

relktimely constant over the course of,the study and Were not included in

the analyses of system change.)

In general,,the literature is in agreement that two sets of culturol
/:

or climikte varlailipts are extremely important in determining organizational
-4

ess. These are the male of the *ruff and the cohesIviness of staff
as a work group. Since there are no "work groupeaS such in schools, we

have redefined the latter variable as the level of collegiality among the
o

Individuals who are interested in the actual indicators used 'for
each variable may contact the Authors for a copy of the instrument.

ti

,

..........CM41.1....
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Pignut 1

School Structure Variables

Operational bafinitio/
beasuseo,Nied

Chronbach's Alpha
Cbefficient of Internal

aeliebility

0 ';
ItelccuLtiastice

ImittaidualLsed
Imetruction

Clasaroom
katrarsey

&Sheol Board
Tedium:fp

Superintendent
lefluencef

brintipel /arena

Teacher influence

dipilture Variables

Tension Index

CM.sputos Lodes'

!locale

ei Change Orientation

N umber of. formal policies that

are regularly enforced

Use of individualized
instruction

N umber of classroom decisions

that the teach.: can make on
his or ber own

Amorist of influence over 13
educaticoal decisions

AbIl of iqfluence over 13
educational decisions

Amount of influence over 13
educational.decisions

meant of influence over 13
educational decisions

lumber of role nairs that ha-mt7,
at least !some' tension

Number of besuis that cause
frequent disputes between
'auldne-groups

id.screpancy between actual and
desired level of personal

41 influence

Additive score on 6 change
attitude itemq

Orientation to Pupil Additive score on 7 pupil
Autonomy In x autonomy attitude, i.tals.

Collegiality Index Additivescore on 6 collegialit

be:oolitic=

items
of Saber of areas perceived as

Problems Index 'moderate or serious problems
in the school

Seel Diffilentiatioa Amber of goals considered to be
'very important'

Coal Discrepancy Thn sum of the difference
between the ilportance of

wellgoals and how we they are
.180in6_acchmpliehed (12 goals)

1

A StafirVeriables R

Teaching experience' Mean number of years of teacher
experiencm

amber of profes-'
sieull books read

( in peat year .

Staff modernity
e. (ooemopolitanness)

Mean number. of books reported
read by respondents

Mean modernity of.states in
which respondents have worked
as educators

Notational Level Percentage of staff2ith more
than a Bachelor's degree

pathos's Perapntege of,staff who have
iluoational Level Lathes with etas college

educative

Percent Male Percentage of'stiff who are
male

Staff characCeristit variables are indiv
coefficients were not, theref9rei,c5culated:

*Modernity of school district erience score
a modernity score (see NT iott and
each school that staff member .
scores for each eipondeniafter weighting t
of experience in each district, and then comput nq
as a whole byAvereging staff scores.

.77

.82

.72

.83.,
' .

.as

.64

.73

.82

.67

.86

.71

.77

.69

.71

.74

.77

. Reliability

uted by assigning
72, Table 4-2) to

n, averaging those
the number of year.
the mean for the school
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staff. However, other variables also seemed important in defining the

normative character of the Schools. The list that was finally developed
,

represents a potpourii of factors that we believed,to be important in schools.

These .were selected on the baiis of available theoretical discussions, case

studies and quantitative-stidies, not all of which were directly concerned

with change. Among these are the level of tension between various groups,

the actual-disputes that occurred over School-related issues, the.

orientation toward change of the staff as a whole, the orientation Lo pupil

autonomy in'the educational process, efts' staff's perceptionof problems

within their school, and the degree. to which the staff jlarceived a discrepancy

between their goals and.the achievement of goals.

While studies of educational outcomes have had little success in

finding correlations between staff characteristics and student achievement,
. ,

'the characteristics of individuals have often been found to be associated

with innovative behavior (see, for example, Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).

In con idering th' staff characteristicsthat'are likely to be

associated w th organizational innovation, two different categories of variables

should be.7111cluded. First,.glere are variables that reflect the professional

experience and behavior of the staff members, such as,teaching experience,

professional reading, and experience in more-"modern" social contexts

(Marriott and Hodgkins, 1973). 44.

In adidition,personal characteristics-may also

4
40

be important. Diffusion

research indicates that innovationsare likelrto be adopted by individuals

who are of high status, and who are highly educated (Rogers and Shoemaker,

1971). In addition to the variables of status (measured by father's

educational level), and educational level, we also included a variable-
..

measuring the percentage of male teachers in
(
the school.

A fine; set of variables that are part of our analysig are indicators,

of planned change. The variable, the "scope of implementation," was designed

to measure the degree to which the schoo1had implemented Comprehensive.

changesby-the'end o
A
f the fourth 'year of the program. An important chirac-

teAlitic of the.sdope:c5f implementation score is that it takes into account

the fact that innovations in Organizations do not all have the same

characteristics. Some affect ladke numbers of'people in'relitively small

a
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ways, 'while others may have an enormous impact upon a relatively few number
. .

of. people. Because change is not a unidimensional,variable,:an attempt was

:1We-to-develop a differePtilated.aliproach todotwo basic questions about

dhange: "how much" (the quantity:of change/7 and "dow..different" (the quality
( 1.

. .of change).
.,

Data regaFding the scope of implementation of ckangewere collected

through a structured questionnaire that was completed by a professional

anthropologist or sociologist who resided at each site District and school

adminigtrators were consulted-in the process of filling out the forms in

order to ensure that the data reflected school personnel's judgments about

the levels of implementationas well.*
1

Three measureswere computed representing thp quantity, quality and

the total scope'of implementation.** variables, their operational

definitions and Chronbachis Alpha coefficient of internal reliability are

presented in Figure 2.

Defining indicators of linkage
Iv

n
The emerging literature on system linkage or-coupling is notable for

its lack of attention to operational definitionsilof linkage.*** In this

paper, we will -attempt to define only a limitedset of such indicators. (For

a broader treatment of this topic, See Rosenblui and Louis

Linkage within schools iefers primarily to the interelatedness of

behavior patterns between individnals. Coupling may be'produced through

r°

*Very few discrepancies.between:the field workers and administrators
were reported, and those' discrepancies were relatively minor. Where.a
discrepancy id judgments arose, the judgments of the field worker were tied
after discussions about the nature of the Uiscrepanci,a Ip.all cases dis-
crepancy consisted of administrators rating the4leval of change on a given
question slightly h.j.gher than did the field.worker. -"The discrepancy inialmost all cases sisted of_a one-point separation on a six-point scd.e A
more detailed disitasion of theie measures may bt found in. Rosenblum and
Louis (1971).

**Total scope. is the sum of quantity and quality

***An
(

excePtion to this-generalization is Wei,pk's (1976) listing of
a range of phenomena that could be defined as evidence of loose coupling:,

- ,

S
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Scope of 'Implementation Variables

Variable Operational
Definition'

A

Quanpity

Quality.

Total Scope

9:i;.:3*bach's Alpha.

COefficientof.,:ntarmal
alliability

Sum'O : of students involved-
of teachers involved.

'average involvement of
students (% of school ,

day)

aVerage involvement of
teachers (% of school
day)

Sum.of five indicators reflect-
ing degree of change (scaled
0-5 each) in

- use of time, space and
facilities

- level of community in-
.

volvement
-administration and
governance

-7curriculum
- school structure

410

Sum of quality and quantity
noted to 100

.60

A

O

7

1
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.

a va ety of mechanisms, which'are,of twg general types: structural li4Tages,

\or-mechanisms which emphasize thl Formal means by whictilscoprdinatioA-of
, . behavior is produced; and cultural ornorMatiVe linkages,'or mechanisms

WhiCh emphasize the creation or coordination of sim4ar babi.vior patterns

through the develOOMent of shared definitions. .Among the structure and. L4r\
. .

culture measures discussed above are six Which we identify as indiaators'of

the degree
(

to which the schools show traits suggestive of linkage.
.....

.

Measures of Structural Linkage. Among the Structure measures that
. -

may be considered indicators Of system linkage are those dealing with the

authority structure (among which we; iave selected superintendent authority,

principal authority; and teacher autonomy) and the level of formalization.

'The authority'structure'varidoles are assumed id be Aliated.to system linkage
4

through.the degree to-which they increase or decrease the coordination

betWeen unitSof a school Or distridt. Where potential administrator

influence over.decisions is high, we assume that coordination will be higher.

Where teacher autonomy within the classroom is high,*cm the other hand, 12

assume that coordination between units, both'directly at he school level
1

and, secondarily between schools, will be more' uncertain.'

i , .

Formalization is an important measure of system.linkage because the

making and enforcing of rules'is one of the major,ways in which bureaucratic
t.-

:organizations ensure that there*will be some standard operating procedurdb to

govern 'behavior across Units.. In our measure of formalization we have, taken

account of the fact'that many schools'are "mock bureaucracies"'(Gouldner,

1959) that have, many rules, .fewCof which are enforced, and thus we measured

not eily rules, but enforced. rules:
0_

-./
Measures Cf.Cultural-Linkage. Cultural linkage measures the degree'

to which the climate of the organization reflects interaction' between

individdals.' We.assUme that the greater the amount-of work-related contact

among indiV' Is, die greater the cultural linkage. While we had-availl1;le

to us no di ect measures of contapt, two culture of our variables seem to be

good proxies for culture linkage. The first is collegiality, which-is 4,'

- , *
. composed of measures indicating the peer supportiveness of the staff. The
.

. . k

second is the level
r

of disputes, which we interpret asla positive indicator

77---..oelinkage since the level and 'frequency sf disputes between units that do

not interadt, with one another is likely to be low. The fact that collegiality

14



4

and\leel 15i-disputes are negatively correlated (r in -.51) does,not undermine

this argument, for we assume, like Weick (1976) that it is not necessary for

ill4indicators of rage to be condistent; nor is it likely at all
, ° ,

--pRs; le arenas of "tight coupling'(' will occur. simultaneously. Inject,

i possible that d.nCreased communication between role partners within A

school may lead to either increased collegialityor increased conflict,
41.

.

depending on such other,yariables- as the nature of the systems and/or the

issues 'involved:

\,

/
:Determining the ExiStence of Change

'1n a discussion of system change, two di ferent aspects of the

concept of change must be identified.'. They first of these is concerned with

AentAtlin% and measuring the location and direction of change (increase,

decrease, or no change) orebverious dimensions of system characteristics,

such -as those that we have included under the general headings of input

structure and culture. For example, the amount of influence wielded'by

teachers over various decisions that are typically made in school systems

may inatease, deCrease,l or remain stable.

In addition, a second aspect of change (elates to the-notion of

system turbulence, or the level of disruption in the system over a large

group of system characteristics regardless of the direction of change of any

particular variable. Organizational systems are often believed to exhibit a

homeostatic tendency --they i si/st change, or tend to bound back when disturbed

in an effort to preserve t character of the system (Katz And Kahn, 1966).

je

The more isolated the changes, in the system, the more. likely it is, that the

iiomeIrtatic tendendy will absorb oz nullify these alterations, pulling the
system back to its original stater Thv, in'examining system Char;ge, it is
important to locate the degree'of alteration over the system in order to
predict th4 system change will actually persist.10 the-future.

Ma each case, change was measured by comparing school scores on

variables as measured in 1973 with those obtained from the same schools

in 1977. It is important to point out that these compariS'ons were*made in

a panel study of organizations of of individual respondents. Because

of the high level of turnover the sChools and school districts under
A. . .

study, and the fact that the 1914 questionnaire was Anonymous, it is not

C

15



pa' to iligine'the degree to which ch4ges in`resRondents in the

1
, \ ..

are associated wit# dhanges in system characteriites.
.v.

Our analysis, as proceederUnder the assumpticm that changes in the

indivialal vespondents in a given school, or,distiict iss-a sourceof measurement
wi.-

..'

error that Will casue eny results of our analysis to underestimate the degree,
- .

of Systematic patterning within the data. Based uppn our knowXedge of the

ten districts and their schools, we believe that thete is.nOveason to assume

that-the aggrbgation of responses frOijindividuals in 1977° are different

from those questiOned in 19.73 introduces any systematic bias into- the data.

Results

Path rns of Change Among System Characteristics

Our first analysis investigated whether or not the chools showed

Ivachange in system characteristics over the period of ES prog implementation-

The 1973 school-level means were compared with the corresponding means in
. .

197-* 7 to'generate'a series of change scores;., If the,change score was greater

than lir the pooled standard deviation of the school means on 1973-1977 change

scores, the change was defined as Substantively significant. Using this

criterion many schools exhibited changes from 1972977 on any given indicaN.

There was also considerable variation'among schools in the
V

level of disrition

or turbulence--i.e., the number orstructure, culture, and staff variables

on which they changed. Tables showin school change data and a discussion

of change scores may-_be found in Appen x 1.

16a
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,

Westhenthen proceeded to &amine the hypoth sis. at there woul
t
,,

.

.

i 9144SP4--

,s4.
no patterned association betwee change,in on eys part and change in

.another.. Using the Ihree-cafe ry indicators ot't in school structure,

and input.variables,'a matrix of Kendakl'sgau b was computed (see
4The taut matrix indicates thht 52 of 2I3l1'possible correlation ,

':coefficients'reach a 'significance level of .10, while only 27 are significant

at the .05 level' or better. 'Usigtheconservative Bonern test (Neter
4

culture,

Table.i

and Waiserman, 1974) this finding ind\cates that's:lie fail to reject the hrypo-

thesis. that there is no pattern. HoWevei, following the xplorato approach
$'espoused by Tukey (1977) a visual examination of the matrix,indicated some

Underlyinipatterns Among some of-the larger correlatiorin which appeared to

warrant further statistical treatment. w

.Tovidentify patterns of change,-the matrix 4nublegted4i.a

analyses ,designed to identify sets Of variablestwhiph changed together

Three recognizable clusters appear in Figures3:

1) Intra- school linkage, consisting of variables representing
chahge in collegiality,. classroom autonomy, prinCipals'
influence, and teachers' influence.

cluster

f
2) An external contra staff cluster, made up of viables

representing cDange, in staff educational attainment,
percent males on stakf, number of booksread, school
board influence,,and -12perintendent influenCe.

3) A school culture taff
frequency, of di utes,
modernity, staf teachi
instruction.

cluster', representing changes in
tension, goal discrepancy, staff
ng experience, and individualized

4r
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Some kftportint, thoughs;eculative,'conclusions,may be drawn out
.-",..1

.
4 r * P

. about the nature ofinkages ip schools from these results.. First, some

seleclivity,muAt be applied when applying 'the-Concept of-"loose linkage".
. . .

While there is no evidence to, sugges 'thap..changes in one system part
-

reverberaVe throughout the tem4y7ett s of association: among some' parts
'

are.apparent.
. .', 4.'....

,,% ' , .!'
The -first cluster to op rge trob the cluster analysis was a group-

ing of school'level structural an 'cultural,linkage change variables.
.,

47,
%.. However, the absence of a clUster of authority structure/centralization

indicators, tying changes in.sChool board, ;superintendent, principal, and',-)
. .

.teacher influence together s noteworthy. Rather, the variables represent-

ing changes in superintendent acrd school board influence cluster with

changes in staff characterirstics.,
We see that variables which reflect the nature of linkages within

the school'itself--pArticularly'linkages that are related to the pattern-

ing of decision-making and authority, and the interaction between staff

members--tend to change together. As schools change, they often become

more internally interdependent,' with both teachers and principals taking

greater responsibility-for decision-making. This increase in influence is

'accompanied, apparently,by an increased speciali4gation in the decision-

making function, (increased classroom autonomy coupled with increased

principal authority in general) but also increased mutual supportiveness

(collegiality). Conversely, if the system tends to decline in internal,

linkage, all of the variables that we have associated with linkage within

schools tend to_decreSse together.

Some caveats to the notion that schools may be showing system

linkage properties must also be emphasized, however, First, there is

little evidenc\e in the Tau matrix (Table 1) or the results of the cluster

analysis (Figure 3) to suggest that Culture and structure tend to change

together. Wile one "culture"' variable appears in the otherwise pre-

dominantly structure cluster that we have called "infra- school linkage"

the predominant pattern is for culture and structural changes to occur

independently of each other. However, this is not to argue that they are



'independent of other school characteristics, as shown in the Wax they

jOine44 clusters with input variables.

Second, the data also show some SUPport for the speculative

discussion presented by Deal, Meyer and Scott (1975) to,gxplain their

lack of.findings indicative of a...relationship betWeeft district variables

and school outcomes.' Our data suggest that,, while an identifiable cluster

intra -school linkage variablea.emeged, no district level linkage
-

. variablesAltre attached to-this cluster. MIAs, while intra -school linkage

svariablet.tend to cnange to4ethee,-such as when the school increases its

internal coordination, this apparently occurs independently of changes at

the district level. Thus, our results support Bidwell's (1965) assertion

that in the. structureof American education, the identification of link-

age across levels is particularly problematic.

Third, it is particularly interesting to examine some of the

additiOnal,variables that did not apPearNOti change concomitantly with

other Variables, for they lead to some additional conclusions about ways

in whiCh school systems (and other organizations) may be loosely linked.
w,

Yirst, it is notable that formalpization is not associated either with

district level structure variables, or with intra-school.structure var-
A

iables. Since administrative and bureaucratic theories emphasize formali-

zation as a primary means of ensuring coordination, one is led to question

the degree to which there are alternative mechanisms other than rules

:which may achieve. the. same ends in schools. If we examine the Tau Matrix

(Table 11 it seems that one .of the associations that may be occurring is

the use of rules (formalization) as mechanisms to resolve disputes

(ts -.23)--in other words, rules in the scAool,system ma? operate more,

as a mechanist for dealing with conflict than for ensuringcoOrdination.

Program Implementation and System Change

Our second hypothesis was that there would be negative relation-
!

ship between change in organizational characteristics and measures of pro-

gram implementation. This was based on the assumption that program change

disrupts the system, a disruption the system tends to resist. To investi-
,A

gate this hypothesis, schools were grouped into three' cat e 'es according

to the direction of changei.e., increase, no change, or decrease--on system

characteristics from,1973 to 1977. For each resulting group, analysis of

variance was used to compare group means on the three implementation



k
measures quality, quantity, and total-- discusses abbye. The. results of

.
these a lyses are presented in Table

. Using a < .10 as the criterion for statistical significance, it
.. . .

.

was found that f've outoea possible 21 system change indicators were

significantly elated to Opject implementation. In these cases, the
. ,

relationships in4icate that in general, implementation scores were great-

II/

est among hools which did not change on these system characteristics.
ti

More specifically,- schools which didsnot'shoW a change in collegial-

ity had mean duality of implementation scores higher than those that ins
._.. .

creased or' decreased. 'A similar pattern was observed in .the mean total .

implementation scores for schools which di4/not changel.on the collegiality

dimension. , I

Similarly, schools in which staff characteristics changes, in

.regard to modernity and percent mile, shq111. significantly lower mean

quality, quantity and total implementation scores than did the schools

whose staff characteristics did not change. This suggests that altering

the demographic dompoSition of the staff may also impede implementation of

innovative programs.

Referring back to Table 1 we see that changes in modernity

significantly negatively related to changes in teacher influence and

collegiality, Na showed non- significan'positive relations with tension

and frequency of disputes. This suggests that the more cosmopolitan,/

newer staff may disrupt intra-level linkage with deleterious effect.On

implementation.

The analysis also suggests that Changes in superin*ndent influ- ':;-

.

ence are significantly relat ito quality of implementation. Quality of
).,

implementation was highest,among schools showing a decrease in superintenA4k
--;i

ent influence, followed

(]Sy

schools not showing a change in superintendent -,,-

influence. The lowest mean quality of implementation score was shown by

schools where the. superintendents' influence increased, suggesting a need

for decentralized authority (reduced linkage) between district and school

. levels)' if successful school level implementation is to occur.

*For simplicity, cell sizes are not presented in Table 2 but may be
obtained from Table ort4. Are-,6;4-

9
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Turnirtig to additional indicators of.chane st ff ,characteristics,

we And thaillighest.th*an qUality, quantity and total i lementation scores'

went tcrschools,Where thj.%duoational.level of the staff ecreased brre-
....

a
mained sable-. ,,Where Ataff educational backgrbundAncrease , implethentatiOn

'buffered. this may be partially .due too decline in morale if more highly
k-

educated staffVere'hirede as.IOUggested by the significant,negat,ive corre*

lation (t = -.22,1>4.1(/) between change in mo e and change in educational'

Aback4round of staffAkalthoilgh change in morale did ct appdar to'be related
,

-

to'implementation by 'itself.

' In suthmary,. the outcome oethese various- analyses indicates that the
/

degree of implementation at the school. level is highest when Collegial/

relationeare strong and Stable, whenAdecision making decentralized

from the district sUperintandent, and when staff demogr phic compo'sitiOn

is stable.
a

Further consideration of the need for structural stabil4ity -leads

almost inevitably to an examination of the-relationship between total

disruption or-turbulence of the school system and implementation. Total

duiruption of school systems was assessed by counting the number of .

variables Which changed during the implementation period. Separate in-
,

dicatars were alsd computed for the changes in structure, culture and

input variables and these along with the school.climate improvement score

was correlated with the three measures of implementation. The results

preSented in Table 3.showed atatistically significant negative correlatiOns

between-the number of changes in input (whether increases or decreases)

and all three measures of implementation,v4wkipetween the total number

'of changes and the quality and total dimensions. Number of changes in

structure and culture were not significantly related to any measure of

implementation.

.110'

These findings suggest that in small iturbil schools, avoidance of

staff disruption is an important condition for high levels of program

Vplamentation. Indeed, the extent of turbulence in school structure and

culture appears unrelated to measures'of implementation, with the exception
41,of disruption of collegial relations.



,

Correlations-Between Number of.Changes.ln Syitem CharacieristiCs and
Scope of Implemeniation

$ *,

Quality .Quantity

* of staff 'changes -.32** -.21*

* of culture changes -.04 .,. -.03

4 of structure changes -.15 -..03

Total:4 of changes
(system turbulence)

*p < .10.

**p < .05
t

Total

-.28**

. -.04

-.09

7.13.
-.20*



Summary and Conclusions

To summarize our arialyses.of-the patterns of system change and

linkage' at the School level, the structure and culture of schools appears

.to be subject.to considerable change even over'a relatively short period .

of time., Seveial distinctive patterni of change emergedrwhich imply that

change is not entirely a rando process, but is 'in part conditioned by

system characteristics. In pirticular,'At appears that variables reflect-

ing intraschool linkage (principal authority, teacher authority, classroom

autonomy., and collegiali.ty) tend to either increase or deeiepse together,

.ana.that several of the school culture variables (tension, disputes and.

,goal discrepancy) also tend to increase or detline as a group. In addition,

the data suggest that changes in structure do riot tend to have a great
. 0

impact' on. changes in culture, or vice versa, but that both structure and

culture charities are linked to'thanges in various input characteristics.

The level of implementation is associated with change in a limited

number of system linkage variables, priiarily superintendent authority and

collegiality, and with yhange in input variables. The lAta suggest that

change or turbulence in the staff of the system is negatively related to

implementation of cotprehe 'ha ive change. This indicates that it is Possible

to expect, either alterations in ;the characteristics of th4 organizational,

systei (for example, OrganizatiOnalTdeyelopmentk Or ih the implementation
4.

of new piograMming or technologic change,,but that to.attempt both types

okinhange at the "same time is, per aps unrealisti in the light of the

system's need foesOem..etability.

Overall, however, the data also show support for the view of the.

schools as loosely linked,:snd indicate that loose linkage has signifi-

cant implications for the change process. In particular, the data suggest

that there is l'Istlesupport, for the notion.that technological inte en-

.

-

2'
.00

tions will lead to beneficial changes in basic system characteris cs.I.

°ffi fact, there is some reason to tentatively conclude.that successful
r. 4

technol ical 1.900vations cannot be accompanied by ma jot Changes in the

structur ,.culture or staff characteristics of the system.

t
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APPENDIX 1-

It is of interest to note.that the structure variables showing

:'the greatest stabilityi.e., variables with the greatest numbera.of

7---e-chools,in the "no change " .category --were those Pertaining to centralization

of poiver: 'auperintendent influence and principals' influence, both of which

are indicators of linkage between system levels. Indeed, none of the

districts! ES projects had major components specifically oriented toward

altering the administretive structure of-theschoOls, and this was the:

component least affected by thltrogram (see Ropenblum and Louis, 1978 for

more detail). Formalization and classroom autonomy, indicatora'of liEr140 4

within the school; were also relatively stable.. ,Since most of the local

goals were stated in terms of improved student services and updating outmoded

curricula, the stability of the power structure was never really, the issue.

lzvqrammatically, the lack of emphasis on. structure was quite reasonable.

The changes in staff variables are also noteworthy. Variables in

this. group which showed the most changes were years of teaching experience,

educational level of staff,: and staff. moderdity. On all of these character-
A

istios, the changes tended to be decreases, implying that newer staff were

less experienced, less well educated, and from schools in less cosmopolitan

states--precisely the.opposite of what we might expect schOols .committed to

innovation to look for'in newer staff. However, we know from our on-site

researchers. that many staff, including'some innovative teachert, were put off

by the disruption of ES projects implemented in 'their schools and the

disruption these programs caused. As staff turnover took place, replacements

were often' recruited from among relatively conservative, local applicants,

perhaps as a reaction against the disruption associated with the goals of the

ES. program.
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.
Nuiber of Schools Show

, Table A-1

Chanies in'Schoolltiucture, Cul ure and Input Variablei by Type of Change'

Formalization

Individualization

School Board Influence

Superintendent Influence

Principal Influence

Teacher Influence

ElassroomlAutonomy

Collegiality,

Morale

Orientation to Pupil Autonomy

Change Orientation

Tension

Disputes A

Problems Index ,

Goal Differentiation

Goal Discrepancy

Education

Father's Education

,,Modernity 4

i Male

Books Read

Years Taught

Increase No Change. Decreatse ; Total Changes Valid N*

15

8

12

12

16

13

14

9

:

6

16

10

,5

18

10

4

6

7

fi,

6;

1

18

14, 21

16'.. i

,20 ''

21 :1

16.

18.

.19

',

34

11

14

it. 17
..

21.

11

19

18,

24

31

27

36

30

22 ,

10

14

10 .

4

,13

11

t5

6

23

23

9

.11

29

6

14

5

17

8

11

3

9

22

,25 f 43

29 43

126 , 42

22 42

20 _. 41

26 42

25 43

24 43 .

'11 45-

31 43

29) 43

25 42

21 t 42

34 45

24 43

24 42

21 , 45

14 45

18 45

9 45

15 45,

23 , , 45

L"Numbers do not always sum to 45' due to missingdata

I
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, Table A-2
tosobre of Choovre Sp Structvie.Chltore. /moot

try Scheel duel District

Ustr let
4mOi

11311133

Wage PO101s

Sebes& I

Scheel 2

Prairie pill..

Whig 3

Mhos& 4

Sohosi 5

Wiest

Sig flu

SOW
ishoot 4

Salmi ll

S elmer 13

Ishool 14

Scheel 15

Scheel le
Scheel 17

. Scheel III

Scheel Is

School 20

School.21

School ;1

Scheel 21

bette-hopels Grp.

Scheel IS

Scheel 2

beheld 27

S chool

idles& 31

Liberty Ostcho

llobest 32

Ile11os1 33

Scheel 34

Otheol IS

Negoolial

Scheel )6

Sabool, 37

S chool 3

rt
miss 46

S heel 41

Oyster Gee.

&heel 43

Immo& 44

ISoMer elver.

S chool 41

Scheel 46

School 47

ieheel 011

36041 IV

&inert Itootoo.

Scheel SO

lefts& SI

srheel 37

altos.
Moose

scrottore
Chose*

staff
Pa"?

Torsi
514.11.1es

5 4 13

3 S 4 12
ft

.

5
-...

4 . 1 10

5 2 2 11 .

4 4 4 12 -

7 4 0 11

1 4 4 43

7 5 2 11

1 3 1

7 3
.

..
1 11

1- 2 13

S 7 4 16

6 S 11

3 4 17

7 1 14

3 S 3 11

7 3 1 11

0 14

5 5 0 10

4 3 1

3 3 12

6 r l' 11

4 . 3 f 2 4--

II S 2 IS

2 "2 1, 1 7

4. It
5 2 1

5 4 1 ,.10 '

0 1 S

-- 0 1

1

a
4

7 3 2 II

4 1 11

0 t .

5 6 4

.6 6 3 .' .1S

5 4 IS

3 7 3 17

4 VI 9

.
/

3 S
1 11

a 1 11

6 a , 3 1)

3 4

i 1
13

3 3 1

S. 0

I S 1- 11

. S 3 o A

Vawnet I. 14111.4 duo to otsolo4 O444.


